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Ion drag force in complex plasmas

S. A. Khrapak,* A. V. Ivlev, G. E. Morfill, and H. M. Thomas
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The problem of calculating the ion drag force in complex plasmas is considered. It is shown that the standard
theory of Coulomb scattering usually fails for the ion-dust elastic collisions. A simple approach to extend this
theory is proposed. This leads to a considerable enhancement in the ion-dust elastic scattering cross section
and, hence, increases the ion drag force in comparison with the previous analytical results. Analysis shows that
the ion drag usually exceeds the electrostatic force in the limit of weak electric field. We suggest that this is the
cause of the central ‘‘void’’ observed in microgravity complex plasma experiments.
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Complex or dusty plasmas are multicomponent plasm
whose components are micron-sized dust particles~grains!,
electrons, ions, and neutral atoms~molecules!. Since the dust
component can be visualized and analyzed at the kin
level, complex plasmas are recognized as valuable m
systems for the study of phase transitions@1–5#, wave phe-
nomena@6,7# and other collective processes. In rf and
glow discharges the grains are charged~negatively! due to
collection of electrons and ions from a plasma. The elec
field affects charged grains in two ways. First, it exerts
electrostatic force in the direction opposite to the field. T
second effect is indirect: The momentum transfer from
positive ion current which is driven by the electric fie
causes a so-called ion drag force. This force is pointed al
the field. The competition between these two forces of
determines the grain location in the discharge chamber@5#, it
also strongly affects the properties of low-frequency wa
in complex plasmas@7# and the interaction between grain
@8,9#.

The ion drag forceFI consists of two parts often referre
to as collection and orbital forces. The collection force is
associated with momentum transfer from the ions that
collected by the grain, while the orbital force is due to t
momentum transfer from the ions that are scattered in
electric field of the grain~but not collected!. The calculation
of F I has been addressed recently in several works@10–12#.
Barneset al. @10# modified the standard theory of pair coll
sions of charged particles in plasmas by taking into acco
the finite grain size and ion collection by the grain. T
analytical expression obtained in Ref.@10# is widely used in
the literature. A numerical calculation of the momentu
transfer cross section for elastic ion scattering was repo
by Kilgore et al. @11# for a pointlike grain, with the potentia
distribution derived from a self-consistent numerical solut
of the Poisson-Vlasov equation@13#. The obtained cross sec
tion was then used to determine the orbital component of
ion drag force and to study transport of small~submicron!
dust grains in glow discharges@12#.

A critical examination of the existing results on the io
drag force shows the inconsistencies between them. The
lytical expression derived for arbitrary grain size@10# under-
estimates the numerical result of Ref.@11# by as much as one
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order of magnitude in the limit of a pointlike grain. On th
other hand, the cross section obtained in Ref.@11# is not
directly applicable for micron-sized grains typical for com
plex plasmas experiments.

In this paper, we propose a simple approach which can
used to estimate the ion drag force on an ‘‘isolated’’ du
grain in a low-pressure plasma. The obtained analytical
pression is applicable for typical experimental conditions a
shows reasonable agreement with earlier numerical res
@11,14#. Using our results we compare the magnitudes of
ion drag and electrostatic forces in the limit of weak elect
field and show that the ion drag usually dominates.

We consider a negatively charged grain at rest and ass
that the inequalitiesa!lD! l i andD@lD are satisfied. Here
a is the grain radius,lD is the screening~Debye! length of
the plasma,l i is the ion mean free path, andD is the inter-
grain distance. The positive ions are singly charged. The g
eral expression for the ion drag force is

FI5mE vv f i~v!@sc~v !1ss~v !#dv, ~1!

wherev is the ion velocity andm is the mass,f i(v) is the ion
velocity distribution function, andsc(v) and ss(v) are the
~velocity dependent! momentum-transfer cross sections f
the ion collection and scattering, respectively.

Collection cross section. If we assume there is no poten
tial barrier for the ions moving towards the grain, the co
servation of angular momentum and energy can be use
obtain the collection cross section. This approach, known
the orbital motion limited~OML! theory gives the maximum
impact parameter at which ions are collected by a grain,

rc5a~112r0 /a!1/2, ~2!

wherer0(v)5Ze2/mv2 is the Coulomb~Landau! radius (Z
.0 is the grain charge number!. This parameter character
izes the scattering in the Coulomb field of the pointlike p
ticle: Ions are deflected strongly if the impact parameterr is
less thanr0 in the opposite case the scattering angle is sm
Using Eq.~2! we get the collection cross section,

sc~v !5pa2~112r0 /a!. ~3!

Note that in the OML approachsc does not depend on th
profile of the electrostatic potential around the grain.
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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Orbital (scattering) cross section. To determine the orbita
cross sectionss it is necessary to know the exact distributio
of the potential around the grain. This distribution is qu
complicated. Within a few Debye lengths from the grain
can be well represented by a screened Coulomb poten
U(r )} exp(2r/lD)/r , according to numerical simulation
@13# and recent experimental data@15#. At larger distances
due to plasma absorption on the grain surface the pote
has a different asymptote,U(r )}r 22 @8,13#. Therefore, the
precise determination ofss can be done only numerically
Such numerical calculation was reported in Ref.@11# for the
case of a pointlike grain. It is indeed in good agreement w
the earlier numerical results obtained for an attract
screened Coulomb potential@14# as illustrated below.

In order to obtain an analytical expression forss it is
usually assumed that only those ions approaching sufficie
close to the grain can contribute to the momentum trans
For these ions the interaction potential is assumed to b
unscreened Coulomb form. The corresponding orbital cr
section is

ss~v !54pE
rmin

rmax rdr

11~r/r0!2
54pr0

2G, ~4!

whereG is the Coulomb logarithm,

G~v !5 lnF r0
2~v !1rmax

2 ~v !

r0
2~v !1rmin

2 ~v !
G 1/2

. ~5!

The integration should start from the impact parameter
which ions are no longer absorbed by the grain:rmin5rc @Eq.
~2!#. The choice ofrmax in standard Coulomb scatterin
theory is@10,11#

rmax5lD . ~6!

This implies that due to screening ions with impact para
eter larger than the Debye length practically do not ‘‘fee
the grain field and their contribution to the momentum e
change is negligible. This is true if the Coulomb radius
much smaller than the Debye length, i.e., when the param

b~v !5r0~v !/lD . ~7!

is much less than unity, because the ratio of momen
transfer due to ions withr,lD to the momentum transfe
due to ions withr.lD is proportional to ln(1/b) in this
case. Therefore, to within logarithmic accuracy, it is su
cient to consider ions with impact parameters belowlD .
Note, thatb is the only parameter which describes the sc
tering in the screened Coulomb potential, in the sense
the dependence of the scattering angle on the impact pa
eter is fixed for any givenb.

While the standard Coulomb scattering theory works w
for elastic collisions in usual electron-ion~weakly-coupled!
plasmas it might, however, fail for the ion-grain collisions
complex plasmas. This can be illustrated by comparing
parameterb @Eq. ~7!# for ion-ion and ion-grain collisions. In
the former (Z51) with ion thermal velocity,vTi

5ATi /m,
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we have b(vTi
)5r0(vTi

)/lD;ND
21!1, where ND5nilD

3

@1 is the number of ions inside the Debye sphere. Howe
for complex plasmas the grain charge is large;b(vTi

)

5zta/lD , wheret5Te /Ti is the electron-to-ion tempera
ture ratio andz5Ze2/aTe is the dimensionless grain poten
tial in units of Te /e. Typically, in gas discharge plasmast
;102100, a/lD;102121022 ~for micron size grains!, and
z is always ‘‘of a few,’’ so thatb(vTi

);0.3230. Sinceb is
proportional toa, for larger grains it can be even highe
Therefore, the range of the ion-grain interaction usuallyex-
ceedsthe Debye length. This is further illustrated by Fig.
which shows the distance of the ion closest approach to
grain r 0 during the collision as a function of the impact p
rameterr. We see that the ions with highb can enter the
Debye sphere around the grain even if the impact param
is considerably larger than the Debye length. Therefore
the cutoff ~6! is used in this case, then a significant fracti
of the ion momentum transfer is neglected.

We propose to improve the evaluation of the orbital cro
section by taking into account the ions with impact para
eters above the Debye length. In order to obtain analyt
results we keep the approximation of the unscreened C
lomb potential leading to the cross section~4!. But the de-
termination ofrmax in the Coulomb logarithm~5! is revised.
We take into account the ions thatapproachthe grain closer
thanlD . The definition ofrmax is then

r 0~rmax!5lD . ~8!

Whenb is large, condition~8! allows us to include ions with
r*lD which are strongly deflected and approach the grain
r 0&lD . The deflection is weaker for the ions that do n
enter the Debye sphere; therefore, their contribution toss is
relatively small and is neglected. Thus, condition~8! should
give more accurate results for the caseb*1.

FIG. 1. Normalized distance of the ion closest approach to
grain during collision,r 0, vs the impact parameterr. The curves
are calculated for a screened Coulomb potential. When the rati
the Coulomb radiusr0 to the plasma Debye lengthlD exceeds the
critical value (b[r0 /lD>13.2) a discontinuity appears due to
potential barrier for the ions moving towards the grain~see text!.
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Assuming again no potential barrier for ions we obta
from Eq. ~8!

rmax5lD~112b!1/2. ~9!

Note that in the limitb!1 this condition reduces to th
standard cutoff~6!, as expected. Substitutingrmin5rc from
Eq. ~2! andrmax from Eq. ~9! into Eq. ~5! leads to particu-
larly simple expression for themodifiedCoulomb logarithm,

G~v !5 lnFr0~v !1lD

r0~v !1a G . ~10!

In the limit of a pointlike grain the modified Coulomb loga
rithm ~10! reduces to G5 ln(111/b), whilst G5 1

2 ln(1
11/b2) if the standard cutoff~6! is used. We can see tha
these two expressions are equivalent forb!1, but have dif-
ferent asymptotics atb*1. To check the accuracy of th
proposed approach we compare our results with the avail
numerical results@11,14#. The cross section~4! with G from
Eq. ~10!, as well as withG corresponding to the cutoff~6!
are plotted in Fig. 2, along with the numerical data. One c
see that the simple approach proposed in this paper prec
describes these numerical results up tob;5, whereas the
standard cutoff~6! underestimated the cross section sign
cantly aboveb;0.1. However, for very largeb (*10) our
approach is also not adequate, because the use of the
screened Coulomb potential is not justified any more.

It is useful to compare the collection cross section~3! and
the orbital cross section~4! @with G from Eq. ~10!# for the
case of finite grain sizes. Figure 3 shows that the ela
scattering always dominates~as long as the proposed a
proach works!. In contrast, in the model of Ref.@10# the
contribution of the elastic scattering vanishes forrc(vTi

)

.lD .

FIG. 2. Orbital cross section of ion-grain collisionsss @Eq. ~4!#
normalized to the squared Debye lengthlD

2 vs the parameterb
5r0 /lD . The calculations are for the standard Coulomb logarit
~5! with cutoff ~6! ~dotted line! and for the modified Coulomb loga
rithm ~10! ~solid line!. Crosses denote the self-consistent numer
calculation of Kilgoreet al. @11#; open circles are the numerica
results of Hahnet al. @14# obtained for an attractive screened Co
lomb potential.
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Ion drag force. We integrate Eq.~1! for a given ion ve-
locity distribution function to obtain an expression for th
ion drag force. There are two limiting cases: supertherm
ions (u@vTi

) and subthermal ions (u!vTi
), whereu is the

ion flow velocity. In the former case ions can be conside
as monoenergetic and the integration can be replaced by
substitution of the flow velocityu into corresponding cross
sections. Note that for the supersonic flow~e.g., in the rf
electrode sheath! u*AtvTi

and the Debye length is dete

mined by electrons rather than by ions,lD;AtlDi . Then
b(u);b(vTi

)/t3/2&1, and the standard formula from Re
@10# can be used to calculate the ion drag force.

For subthermal flow it is quite reasonable to use a shif
Maxwellian distribution, f (v). f 0(v)(11uv/vTi

2 ), where

f 0(v) is an isotropic Maxwellian function. The integration o
Eq. ~1! with cross sections~3! and ~4! gives

F I5
8A2p

3
a2nimvTi

uF11
r0~vTi

!

2a
1

r0
2~vTi

!

4a2
LG , ~11!

whereL is the Coulomb logarithm~10! integrated overf (v),

L52E
0

`

e2xlnF2lDx1r0~vTi
!

2ax1r0~vTi
! Gdx. ~12!

The integration region is determined by the conditi
rmin(v),rmax(v), which is satisfied for all ion velocities if
Eq. ~9! is used to determinermax ~sincelD&a). Therefore,
the integration in Eq.~12! is performed from zero to infinity.
Note that if we would use the standard cutoff~6!, the in-
equalityrmin(v),lD sets up a lower limit for the integration
@9#.

Let us analyze expressions~11! and ~12!. First, we note
that r0→0 in the limit of an uncharged grain, and Eq.~11!
recovers the well known result for the neutral drag forc

l

FIG. 3. Ratio of the orbital to the collection cross sections
ion-grain collisions ~estimated for ion thermal velocity!,
ss(vTi

)/sc(vTi
), vs grain radiusa in mm ~solid line!. The calcula-

tion is for typical bulk plasma parameters: Ar gas,Te51 eV, Ti

50.025 eV, ni.ne5109 cm23. The vertical dotted line ata
.2.5 mm marks the point whererc(vTi

)5lD . Note that for the
parameters takenb(vTi

).2.9amm .
4-3
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Next, let us compare Eq.~11! with the previously known
expression@10#. The first two terms in square brackets of E
~11! represent the collection part of the force while the th
one corresponds to the orbital part. The expression of R
@10# overestimates the collection force by the factor 3p/8
.1.18 @since r0(vTi

)/a5zt@1]. This is because in Ref
@10# the integration over the ion velocity distribution fun
tion was replaced by the substitution of the average ion
locity A8Ti /pm into the collection cross section~3!. More
important is that the expression for the orbital part obtain
here is quite different from that in Ref.@10# for b*1. As
was pointed out above, this is because in complex plas
the range of ion-grain interaction is large and therefore,
standard Coulomb scattering theory is not applicable.
example, in a special caserc(vTi

).lD the present approac

gives for FI the result;25 times higher than that of Re
@10# for plasma parameters of Fig. 3. This large difference
due to that the orbital part was neglected in Ref.@10# for
rc(vTi

).lD , whilst it still dominate over the collection par

as discussed above. In the opposite limitb!1 the Coulomb
logarithm ~10! reduces to the standard form@with the cutoff
~6!# and our expression for the ion drag force@Eqs.~11! and
~12!# coincides with that from Ref.@10# ~except for a numeri-
cal factor of the order of unity!.

Comparison of electrostatic and ion drag forces. Let us
compare the magnitudes of the electrostatic and the ion
forces in the limit of a weak electric fieldE, when the ion
drift is subthermal~this requiresE!Ti /eli). The ion drift
velocity is given byu5m iE, wherem i5elivTi

/Ti is the ion

mobility. The electrostatic force isFE52ZeE. Since both
forces }E their ratio is a universal quantity,uF I /FEu
.d l i /lD , whered5(1/3A2p)b(vTi

)L is a slowly increas-

ing function of b(vTi
), ranging from;0.3 to ;0.5 for 1

,b(vTi
),10 ~here we neglect small collection part and a

sumelD.lDi). Our results were derived for the ‘‘collision
less’’ limit, when the ion mean free pathl i exceeds the rang
of the ion-grain interactionr0 which, in turn, exceedslD .
Hence, in the limit of weak electric fields the ion drag
stronger than the electrostatic force for micron-size gra
This conclusion leads to a more physical insight into
mechanism of a void~dust-free region in the central part of
rf discharge! formation in complex plasma experiments u
04641
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der microgravity conditions. The electric field is weak in th
center, and the ion drag~which is pointed outward! exceeds
the electrostatic force~which is pointed to the center!. The
individual grains are pushed out of the center, leaving
void—as observed. In previous interpretations the ion d
was significantly underestimated, and hence other effe
were invoked, e.g., thermophoresis, in order to explain
void formation@5,16#.

The results presented in this paper might also be imp
tant for a variety of problems in complex plasmas. The a
pearance of wave modes and instabilities caused by the
drag is expected@7#. The ion drag can lead to long-rang
attraction between dust grains and a negatively biased ob
~wire! @17#, as well as between grains themselves@8,9#. Here
the correct estimation of the ion drag force is required.

Limitations of the approach. The radial motion of ions
during the collisions with a grain is described in terms of
effective potential energy, which has a potential barrier
b.bcr.13.2 ~for a screened Coulomb potential! @11#. This
causes a discontinuity in the ion closest approach as il
trated in Fig. 1. Therefore, whenb(vTi

) becomes compa

rable withbcr , most of the ions cannot overcome the pote
tial barrier, and the proposed approach is no longer valid
the present form~both cross sections are overestimate!.
However, since we used theunscreenedCoulomb potential
to evaluate the orbital cross section~which is not justified for
very largeb) our results are applicable only forb&5 ~see
Fig. 2!. Hence, the potential barrier lies outside the range
validity of the present theory. The caseb.bcr requires nu-
merical analysis and is a subject of our future work. In a
dition, the effects of ion-neutral collisions and high dust de
sity are neglected in our approach.

In conclusion, we have shown that the previous analyti
approaches to estimate the ion drag force in complex p
mas were not adequate. We propose a simple procedu
improve the evaluation of the orbital part of the ion dra
which is justified by comparison with the earlier numeric
results. This evaluation is valid over a wider range of para
eters typical for complex plasma experiments and gives
nificantly larger magnitude of the ion drag force than pre
ous analytical estimations for micron-size grains. This mig
be quite important for understanding of some basic proce
in complex plasmas, e.g., the void formation, wave propa
tion, long-range interactions, etc.
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